A theory of reversible susceptibility tensor based on magnetization vector dynamics, as described by the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion, is given. It is shown that the reversible transverse susceptibility ͑RTS͒ is in fact the zero frequency limit of the ferromagnetic resonance ͑FMR͒. Thus, the methods which have been developed previously for the theoretical description of FMR may be applied to predict the RTS behavior. The importance of these results resides in the generality of the approach which allows one to find the reversible susceptibility tensor for virtually any magnetic system if an expression for the magnetic free energy density is known. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.1849033͔
Since 1909, when for the first time Gans 1 discussed the notion of transverse susceptibility, this has remained an interesting topic in magnetism. The primary importance of transverse susceptibility arises from the fact that it offers a versatile and simple method of direct evaluation of the anisotropy field H K independent of the size and orientation distributions of particles in the system. Uniaxial systems with random orientation in magnetic easy axes show sharp peaks located at the anisotropy and switching fields ͑H K and H S , respectively͒. 2, 3 The theoretical study of transverse susceptibility ͑TS͒ was not subject to substantial changes after Aharoni's classical-article 2 in which the first comprehensive theoretical description of the reversible susceptibility tensor for the Stoner-Wolfarth model 4 was given. Subsequent theoretical approaches of TS overcame some limitations of Aharoni's approach by taking into account magnetic systems with different types of anisotropy, [5] [6] [7] or studying the effect of interactions 8 and thermal relaxation. 8, 9 What is common to all papers published previously and dealing with transverse susceptibility modeling is the theoretical approach used. The transverse susceptibility for a specific free energy expression is evaluated employing a free energy minimization method. The disadvantage of this approach is the lack of generality and the impossibility of describing reversible transverse susceptibility ͑RTS͒ for magnetic systems with more complex free energy expressions. In the present work we present a way of studying and understanding RTS by focusing on magnetization dynamics under both ac and dc fields, i.e., by considering how the transition takes place from one state of equilibrium to the other. It is shown that methods which have been developed previously for the theoretical description of feromagnetic resonance ͑FMR͒ 10 may be applied to predict the reversible susceptibility tensor behavior. This approach allows one to find a general formula for RTS that can be applied for any type of anisotropy. Hence, it will be shown that previously given expressions for transverse susceptibility 2, 5, 6 are actually the zero-frequency limit of this TS formula.
The dynamics of magnetization M is governed by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert ͑LLG͒ equation that can be written in the Landau-Lifshitz form as
where ␥ = ͉␥ G ͉ / ͑1+␣ 2 ͒ with ␥ G the gyromagnetic ratio and ␣ the phenomenological damping constant. In a transverse susceptibility experiment it is required to apply two magnetic fields, a dc field, H dc and small perturbing ac field, h ac , oriented at a right angle to the dc field, and the magnetization variation along the ac field direction, and therefore transverse to H dc is measured. Thus, one assumes that the effective field can be written as H = H i + h ac , and it contains a static component ͑that contains the dc field H dc ͒ given by H i =−͑‫ץ‬F / ‫ץ‬M͒, i.e., the internal field determined by the different contributions in the free energy density F, and a dynamic component given by the small time-dependent ac field h ac = h ac,0 e it of frequency . The LLG Eq. ͑1͒ can be better expressed in polar coordinates ͑M , , ͒, where M is the constant magnetization's magnitude, and and are the polar and the azimuthal angles, respectively. Thus, the time variation of the magnetization direction is given by the following set of equations:
where 
where
F , F , and F are second derivatives of the free energy density at the equilibrium position ͑ M , M ͒ where F has a minimum. Equations ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ are very well known in the FMR theory and are in fact the frequency of resonance and the width of the resonance absorption line, 10 respectively. The reversible transverse susceptibility tensor can be obtained from Eq. ͑3͒ as the limit case → 0, because in this case one considers only the processes which involve no loss of energy, i.e., processes for which equilibrium prevails throughout very small variations
The susceptibility measurements are made in the laboratory reference system ͑x , y , z͒, and not in the moving reference system of magnetization ͑M , , ͒. The susceptibility tensor in the laboratory system, xyz , can be obtained using the transformation
where T is the matrix of the linear transformation of the unit vectors from Cartesian coordinates to spherical ones and is given by
.
͑8͒
If the dc field is assumed to be applied along the z axis the diagonal terms of the susceptibility tensor xyz are the two transverse susceptibilities, xx and yy and the parallel susceptibility zz , defined in Ref.
2. Using Eqs. ͑6͒-͑8͒, the diagonal terms of susceptibility tensor xyz can be written as
From Eq. ͑9͒ it becomes very clear that the TS is related to the second derivative of free energy F and is essentially a measure of the "curvature" of F, or of the stiffness of M. Equations ͑9͒-͑11͒, due to their generality, are of extreme importance because all the previous expressions for transverse and parallel susceptibilities, determined for different types of anisotropy, 2, 5, 6 can be obtained as particular cases. For example, in the case of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model with uniaxial anisotropy, including the higher order anisotropy constant K 2 , the free energy of the system can be written as
Using the same general formula as Eqs. ͑9͒ and calculating the mixed second partial derivatives of free energy F ͑again F =0͒ one obtains the formula previously derived in Ref. 6 ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ using the classical free energy minimization method. Moreover, using this general approach it is possible to calculate not only the RTS but all the susceptibility tensor's components and/or the susceptibility along any direction. This is very useful, as in the case of the recent method proposed for two-dimensional switching probing using reversible susceptibility experiments, 11 where the susceptibility along different directions, not only transverse to H dc , is measured. In summary, a general theory for reversible susceptibility tensor that takes into account the dynamics of magnetization was presented. This makes possible the study of TS for virtually any magnetic system if an expression for the free energy is known. For example, work on the FMR behavior of multidomain samples 12 can be used to calculate the RTS response in these circumstances. This work was supported by DARPA under Grant No. DA972-02-1-0012.
